You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for DENON DN-HD2500. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the DENON DN-HD2500 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
A hard-drive based, professional media player and controller offering a total all-in-one "never center" that address and actually anticipates ever changing
needs. Flexible and packed with features, the DN-HD2500 is built for any event where professional-quality and flawless performance is expected. *Internal
40GB Hard Disc Drive The built-in 40GB HDD is large enough to store thousands of the most requested songs, allowing the DN-HD2500 to be used as a
primary "plug and play" full-featured compact system or as a backup system for DJ's currently using laptops (C.P.S. System). *External USB Drive Support
Supports multiple external USB mass storage class devises direct or via USB 2.0 hub (Sold separately). Connect and iPod Jump Drive and large USB Hard
Drive for easy access to small or extensive MP3/WAV libraries. Up to 4 storage devices can be connected at once.
Simple plug in devices to obtain powerful on-board features such as, Instant Start, Seamless Looping Scratching and File Searching, just to name a few. *DND4500 / DN-D4500 Drive Support The most popular dual CD/MP3 players, the DN-D4000 and DN-D4500, are supported natively by the Dn-HD2500 and
can be easily upgraded. The Dn-HD2500 acts as a controller and media center with CD media, internal HDD and external devices all available at your
fingertips. *4 Superb Built-in Effects You can active the Effect Function by selecting one of the 4 effects: Flanger, Filter (High-Mid-Low), Echo and worlds
first Echo-Loop. @@@@@@@@@@Cross fade time is adjustable.
@@@@@@Seamless Loops and used as Stutter points SPDIF IEC958,Type ll Signal format *Power On Play Power supply Unattended playback is possible
AC230V,50Hz upon power up. Each Consumption 19W Powerdrive can be used independently for a two zone application. *Large 3.8 Dimensions inch
Display Easy to follow bright display provides visual text feedback of 326(W) x 92(H) x 215(D) Player unit models and parameters making it very intuitive for
first-time mm users to navigate without having to read the manual. *Dimensions 3.
0Kg Weight 47.5(W)× 13(H)×12.5(D) 15W Power Consumption *Preloaded Demo Music from 2-Travelers *4-Way BPM Counter DENON DJ Music
Manager PC Software Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. *Features - Built database, edit and delete files from various drives Create, edit and import playlist (.xml / .m3u) - Edit ID3 Tag information (.mp3 / .wav) - TAP button calculates the BPM, which can be saved to the file by a
single click. .
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